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➢ Explore how to apply some of the 
principles of brain compatible 
learning to teaching physical 
education.

➢ Specifically how physical 
educators can plan to use time 
and the 4 pathways to memory for 
increased learning and skill 
development.
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How will we get there?

1. Share and explain some 
lesson components and 
methods I have found 
successful.

2. Relate each one back to BCL 
principles and memory 
pathways.



Teaching With The Brain In Mind - Eric Jensen - San Antonio & Boston
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❖ Started developing a 
scientific understanding 

❖ Why some things I did with 
my classes worked

❖ Why some things didn’t…
❖ Continued learning from 

the experts over the years.
❖ By reading...
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What is brain compatible learning?

Doing what makes sense based on 
how the brain learns.

Using practices and strategies based 
on neuroscientific research.
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What is brain compatible learning?

At the heart of brain compatible 
learning is MEMORY!

And the efficient use of TIME!



Making Memories

Axon

I know that I can plan to use 
time and multiple pathways 

to memory to help what I am 
teaching reach long term 

potentiation (LTP) for 
memories that last for the 

long haul and can be easily 
retrieved.

Dendrites Dendrites

Myelin



Making Memories

Memories will stay in a lasting way
If you use 4 pathways day after day

~ Eric Jensen



Making Memories
Memories will stay in a lasting way
If you use 4 pathways day after day

~ Eric Jensen

What 
are 

the 4 pathways 
to memory??



Semantic Memory
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Semantic Memory

All the stuff we want 
kids to be able to know, 

understand, do and 
remember!
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Episodic Memory

Memories can be 
triggered with 

location.
Especially when tied to strong emotion (+ or -)!
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Procedural Memory

Physical Skills
Add Movement

Very Strong



Reflexive Memory
Emotion
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Reflexive Memory
Emotion

Everything has an 
emotional stamp



Reflexive Memory
Emotion

Everything has an 
emotional stamp

+++++++++++
You cannot separate learning & emotion!



How can I put what I 
have learned to work 
for increased learning 
and skill development 

for my students?
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Given the time I 
have, what do I 
want them to 
know, understand 
and be able to do 
forever?

How can I use 
location to help 
them make 
stronger 
memories?

What I do is 
procedural memory 
but how can I pair 
movement with 
some of the 
knowledge I want 
them to keep?

How can I do my 
best to plan for 
positive, 
productive 
emotions and 
positive 
relationships?



Time is our coin. 

We must spend it 
wisely!
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Using Time Efficiently in a Brain Friendly Way

Going for a “two-fer” and beyond…

Focus - Refocus

Learning Over Time
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Enter 
➢ Move & Freeze The Action
Skill Builder
➢ Toss & Catch challenges

Connect - Attention - Memory Circle & Learning 
Target







I Can toss with all “body look-fors.”

Action - Learning
➢ Sending Circles
➢ Barrell Ball - Toss to target - Celebrate - 

Character Colors
➢ Count - Can We Beat It? Yes We Can! Go “Grit”
➢ Beat Score - Go “Grit”
➢ Add Defenders 
➢ Talk Tactics - Tactical Thinking
➢ Trade Jobs
(All the time offering feedback on “body look-fors.”)



I Can toss with all “body look-fors.”

Choices
➢ Drinks & Reflect
➢ RPC Attention (Last Message… 

Make it count)
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❖ Started thinking about how Jensen 
used rhyme to embed content

❖ And the fact that weeks later I 
remembered a lot of it

❖ So I did more thinking and started 
writing...



Rhyme Time  



Rhyme Time  

Contents
1. Motor Skills - Cues
2. Movement Concepts
3. Health Related Fitness
4. Strategy & Tactics
5. Personal & Social 

Responsibility - Habits of 
Mind

6. Principles of Movement



Putting Rhyme To Work

Turn To Reflection -Today I....



Why 
Rhyme?
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Rhyme/Songs and the Brain
❖ The brain is pattern seeking 
❖ Any content embedded in rhyme or song is 

easier to remember because…
1. Rhyme and song create a pattern
2. They engage emotion and grab attention (You 

must be paying attention to learn!)
❖ Learning a new skill is very cognitive until 

neural pathways become smooth (myelinated). 
The rhyme offers a fun way to teach & review 
“think-a-bouts” for “body-look fors.”





              Character Strengths & Habits of Mind

When the voice inside my head
Is saying, “Yes I can!”
I’m halfway to success, my friend, 
It’s part of my great plan.

I’ll keep my thoughts on positive 
As I travel through my day, 
For only I control my thoughts 
And what that voice will say. 

It all starts out right in my head,
My thinking is the key.
To choosing just how I’ll react,
To what’s happening to me.

I CAN



Circulation

https://youtu.be/4oMXIbT8
H4o

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oMXIbT8H4o
https://youtu.be/4oMXIbT8H4o
https://youtu.be/4oMXIbT8H4o
https://youtu.be/4oMXIbT8H4o


The content of 
whatever you 
have written or 
chosen for the 
circle.

The location in 
the circle 
provides a cue. 

Movements 
created provide an 
additional pathway 
to memory.

Fun presentation
Movement
Being part of a 
team/group
Challenge
Choice

Memory Circles



Memory Circles 
can be used to 

thread big ideas or 
connecting 

concepts through 
many units 

throughout the 
year.
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❖ Fitness Concepts
❖ Principles of Movement
❖ Concepts
❖ Habits of Mind
❖ Strategy/Tactics
❖ Character Strengths
❖ ???????



❖ Make It Brain Friendly
❖ Build It Using Small Amounts Of 

Time
❖ Use It Over Long Periods of 

Time



★ Thread Enduring Understandings - Make 
Connections

★ Smaller Chunks 
★ So many ways to use the threads once 

established

Threads Time
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★ Practice is distributed over 
time so the memory is able 
to stabilize and more likely  
to reach 
Long Term Potentiation!

★ Thread Enduring Understandings - Make 
Connections

★ Smaller Chunks (TGFU)
★ So many ways to use the threads once 

established

Threads Time
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Using a Memory Circle

Practicing & Using

❖ Use it to gather before instructions - Hit It!
❖ Does anyone thinks they can do the whole thing with the movement clues. 

Someone will take the challenge! Then it becomes contagious.
❖ Choose your challenge - Try it with no movement cues - Eyes shut - Let the 

kids come up with a challenge
❖ “I Can’t do this!”



More Memory Circles



The Spirit Of The Game (Ultimate)

https://youtu.be/jhWSPzQjBnc

Adapted from Ultimate’s Spirit of 
The Game

Glows & Grows
Sparkles & Suds

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhWSPzQjBnc
https://youtu.be/jhWSPzQjBnc
https://youtu.be/jhWSPzQjBnc


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XgxKwpnNIc


Location, 
Location, 

Location...



Health Related Fitness Component Centers
Tapping Into The Power Of Episodic Memory

https://youtu.be/qrHw7U-sw9A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hdJsZ3bOpbc
https://youtu.be/qrHw7U-sw9A
https://youtu.be/qrHw7U-sw9A


Health Related 
Fitness 
Components

Location of the 
centers. 
¼ - ME Core
¼ - ME Upper 
Body
½ & Perimeter - 
Cardio E
Center Circle - 
Flexibility

It’s Physical 
Education!
It’s all about this 
pathway 

Fun
Choice
Goal Setting
Competence

Fitness Centers



Muscle Up



Muscles & 
Locations

You could use 
location as a 
trigger by doing 
this in the same 
place each time. 
I do not. 

Movements 
created provide an 
additional pathway 
to memory.

Funny voices 
Movement
Being part of a 
team/group
Challenge

Moving Memories



When I Get Cardio…& Muscle Up 
Moving Memory (List)

https://youtu.be/2RR
nB66ZeKk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RRnB66ZeKk
https://youtu.be/2RRnB66ZeKk
https://youtu.be/2RRnB66ZeKk
https://youtu.be/2RRnB66ZeKk


How do you spell but?
Dr. Appt.

“Hamstrings”



   Building & Using A Moving Memory

Connect it to other learning!
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   Building & Using A Moving Memory

Connect it to other learning!
❖ Build Movements/Exercises and 

connect them to muscles
❖ What are the major muscles you 

are using when you…?
❖ Skills - Changing the angle of 

the paddle instead of changing 
your grip



Choice



There is always more than one 
way to get there.

Choice changes brain chemistry in a positive way! 
(DOPAMINE)

I try to build it in whenever possible!



Leading The Way In Making More Connections

I believe that 

Physical Educators
 can help students make more connections across disciplines 

by creating cross curricular threads that are used by all 
teachers.



Leading The Way
I believe that we can help students make more connections across disciplines by 

creating cross curricular threads that are used by all teachers.

By building a knowledge base in brain compatible learning 
strategies PHYSICAL EDUCATORS can help classroom 

teachers implement procedural, episodic and reflexive 
memory strategies that will create more multi-sensory 

learning, resulting in more movement with happier, healthier, 
more engaged learners.



Moving Multiples
Grades 1 & 2

https://youtu.be/9ZuO-BT2rgE

http://www.learningonthem
ove.org/moving-multiples.ht
ml  
Moving Multiples Project

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZuO-BT2rgE
https://youtu.be/9ZuO-BT2rgE
https://youtu.be/9ZuO-BT2rgE
http://www.learningonthemove.org/moving-multiples.html
http://www.learningonthemove.org/moving-multiples.html
http://www.learningonthemove.org/moving-multiples.html
http://www.learningonthemove.org/moving-multiples.html


Liz Giles-Brown

lizzygbrown@gmail.com

www.southbristolphysicaleducation.weebly.com

www.learningonthemove.org

mailto:lizzygbrown@gmail.com
mailto:lizzygbrown@gmail.com
http://www.southbristolphysicaleducation.weebly.com
http://www.southbristolphysicaleducation.weebly.com
http://www.learningonthemove.org
http://www.learningonthemove.org

